
“They was taking plaster tire tracks, foot prints, dog smelling prints, and

they took twenty seven eight-by-ten colour glossy photographs with circles

and arrows and a paragraph on the back of each one explaining what each

one was to be used as evidence against us. Took pictures of the approach,

the getaway, the northwest corner the southwest corner and that's not to

mention the aerial photography”

-Arlo Guthrie, predicting the job of a CR monitor in 1967



Frightening imagery courtesy Harvard Forest and http://newenglandlandscapes.org/ 2019 

http://newenglandlandscapes.org/
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Purchase land 
conservation 

software

Purchase land 
conservation 
management 

software.  Easier 
to do while your 

organization is 
small and then 

scale upwards as 
you grow.  Larger 

organizations = 
higher costs in 

time and money 
to get everything 

organized.

Big Steps

Develop your 
own!

Develop your own 
monitoring app 
using Fulcrum, 
Survey123, or 

anything else you 
can find.  Reach 

out to colleagues 
who have done it 

before and can 
share their 
templates.

Medium Steps

Organize!

Consolidate ArcGIS 
data into one 
geodatabase.  

“Manage by 
Attributes”

Put things into 
spreadsheets. 

Avoid keeping the 
same information 

in multiple 
locations at all 

costs.  Everything 
can/should go into 

tables!

Small Steps



Other Apps/Ideas:
GoCanvas: Yet another mobile data collection app. Looks pretty streamlined.  
Probably comparable to Fulcrum

Survey123:  Works with GIS. A little less user-friendly to set up, and I’m not sure 
about importing data, but some organizations are using it successfully.  Very good 
at collecting geodata.  Plays well with your other Arc products.

KOBO Toolbox:  Looks very similar to Fulcrum. Developed for humanitarian aid 
response. Very cool, though not user friendly.

Bulk Rename Utility: One of innumerable free file rename software programs. 
As much fun as it sounds to learn how to use,  but worth every minute in the time 
you will save once you’re dealing with big data.

(More basic – starting out / all volunteer)

Use Mail Merge in Word / Excel to  start monitoring forms for each property so 
volunteers don’t have to fill out landowner/property information that you already 
have in a table.

On that train of thought, become an Excel Hero in an hour by googling and 
watching “You suck at Excel”, a video presentation by Joel Spolsky.  I’ve watched it 
3 times and learn something new every time.  



To give you hope:

• I wasn’t trained for this either.  I volunteered at a land trust, 
then worked as a Terracorp land steward and learned this as I 
went. You can too!  Google all things.  Look at forums.  


